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Alumni;Honor Three 
by Carl S. Heringer 
On Friday, March 26, 1976 the UB Law 
Alumni ' Association held its 14th annual 
awards dinner at the Buffalo Athletic Club. 
~Wards are given to outstanding alumni in 
the catagories of Judicial, Public, and 
Private service to the legal community. The 
ceremonies were held immediately 
following the CO!'tail hour and dinner. . 
. The Hon. Gilbert H. King accepted the 
Judicial Service award. •Given in 
recognition of 14 years of service on the 
Supreme Court, Judge King's other 
achievements were noted: town attorney 
for ni~e yeais, admini~trative judge for the 
8th· judicial district and ·years of activity in 
local law and politics. In Janoary ·1916, the 
Erie County Trial Attorneys - Association · 
gabe Judge_ King their Award for th~ .­
Outstanding Jurist. He is a me-mber of ·th~­
UB Class of 1930. --~ , 
A member. of the 1950 class ahd past 
president of the Erie County , Bar ' · 
Association,, Joseph P. Runfola received 
the award for Outstanding · Service in 
Private Practice. Looking tan and healthy 
as he recovers from cardiac surgery, Mr. 
Runfola warned the judges and attorneys 
preseni . t~at, he is abOut tci re-ertter their 
courtrooms, ornery as ever. 
(Cont. on P;- 7) 
I' 
by Robin _A. Skinner 
On Monday, March 15, 1976, Dean 
Monroe Freedman of Hofstra University 
Law School spoke to about 250 students 
on the subject of lawyers' ethics. Mr. 
Freedman bega_n by taking an , extremely 
controversial position (as evidenced by 
student response) with respect to the 
degree to whiCh the lawyer-client privilege 
of confidentiality should be extended. The 
situation which he described inclµded a 
mentally unstable prosecution witness in a 
rape case. As the lawyer representing the 
witness, he had reason to believer that she 
had fabricated a substantial portion of her 
testimony. Revelation of that .fact would 
have been a serious threat to the mental 
health of the witness, but concealment of 
the information meant that an innocent 
man would spend up· to -eight years in 
prison. In · the interests of his client's 
mental health, Mr. Freedman did not reveal 
his knowfedge. : This _raises some serious 
ethical questions. 
Mr . · Freed.man · believes · that 
confidentiality should be violated only in 
extreme circumstances, e.g., where an 
innocent pe~son will die as a result of the 
silence. This ·. is · based on his own 
conception of -what- ls. most· Important in 
our system of values. He "'•"ted that.lhe 
search for truth is not the most important 
function of the adversary system; and that 
the rituals of the system are crucial in 
llndln1 dlplty and hum-- to ~ 
-:Committee to 
·Restore·SUS 
by Connie Farley 
A student group has begun a campaign 
for restoration of $2 million in State 
University Scholarship (SUS) funds for 
professional and graduate students cut by 
the State Legislature. 
The Ad Hoc Committee to restore the 
SUS ~ •proposed· a one-day Law School 
moratorium on classes to provide students 
free time to lobby in Albany for 
restoration of SUS and to organize 
&ontihuing local opposition to the cuts 
through workshops at the Law School. The 
committee 'Will only hold the moratorium 
· lf lnorf ·than half· the stuoehts sign pledges · 
to abstain from classes, but organizers were 
optimistic late last week that the necessary 
number of signatures would be gathered. 
Whether or hot a moratorium is·held; 
committee members say they will pro,bably 
organize a major lobbying effort in Albany 
early this month. · 
, _Elimination of the SUS~ coupled with 
- a tuition increase from $1,600 to $2,000 
per·year, will cost law students who would 
have qualified for SUS an additional 
$1 ,400 per year. There are presently 273 
law students receiving the full Mtuition 
scholarship which is awarded to graduate 
and professional students with annual 
incomes of less than $2,000Alumni Pm/dent Harold Brand with award recipients - Skinner 
(I. to r.) King, Runfola and Hamburger. 
·More or Less Ethical 
suggest that the idea that the system serves 
the 'search for truth might be considered a 
myth, and pointed •out that lawyers are 
often required to do things in the interests 
of their clients that directly interfere with 
the finding of t~e truth . The system is 
equipped -to handle perjury in criminal 
defense situations, -he said, even to the 
point of allowing the defense attorney to 
remain silent when he knows that his client 
intends to perjure himself. 
There seem to be some problems in 
Mr. Freedman 's justification of his 
position. First, while the system may be 
equipped to handle perjury by a criminal 
defendant, it is not similarly designed to 
deal with perjury by• prosecution witness, 
as in · the case described above. Mr. 
Freedman himself acknowledged that there 
are times when a Robin Hood principle 
applies, and the attorney must do what is 
right, ev~n if'it is "outside of the rules." 
Also, as was pointed out by Mr. Freedman, 
. the result of a successful prosecution is 
always terrible : • human being is locked up 
in a cage. like an animal, and it is inevitable 
that he will come out a worse person than 
when he went in. In light of these 
admissions, it is even more difficult to . 
justify the-position sugge_sted. However, ·It 
did provide some lively debate. · 
Mucn les, controversial was Mr. 
Freedman's presentation of his views of the 
advertlsin& restrictions on the lepl 
proflSllon. He cited Cannon 2 of the Code 
.~;:.~=n:.i:t~1:.';51:7.~:.;,~ 
-Slllnner 
and affordable legal services to the public. 
•The advertising restrictions are exceptions 
to the implementation of this general 
principle, he said. There· are some 
exceptions to the •Disciplinary Rules which 
ban advertising. However, Mr. Freedman 
noted that the effect of these exceptions is 
to draw a socio-economic line such that 
rich attorneys and large firms can 
participate in the limited advertising that is 
allowed, while the solo or small firm 
general p,actitioners cannoL In addition, 
· the · advertising consumers are large 
·corporations and the rich. The result is that 
·those who most need what the advertising 
of lepl services can offer, the poor and 
middle class, don't aet what .they ..,d. 
Mr. Freedman Is the author of a book 
tided I.Awym' ·Eth/a In ., Adw,_,, 
=~-~~~.. !~-•~.1~t . !~ ,~ ... ~~y ,,., , ~-\ "I'•··~•-' ,,, ..S(Jl"(IC8« . ._, 10) 
The SUS cut was the most direct blow 
to the Law School in Governor Hugh 
Carey's austerity budget, which slashed 
$30 million from the SUNY budget. 
Faculty lines ' are already frozen and there 
will be no increase in funds for the law 
library, whose acquisitions budget was cut 
last year. Dean Richard Schwartz reported 
that the 1976-77 entering class will be held 
to about 255 compared to last year's 385, 
"as a response to a continuing situation [of 
austerity] rather than the immediate 
ternporary problem." 
The target of activities during the 
proposed moratorium is the State 
Legislature, which has the power to restore 
the cuts in a supplemental budget expected 
to be passed by the end of May. The 
proposal , endorsed by the Student Bar 
· Association {SBA) Executive Com,:nittee, 
calls for lobbying in Albany and workshops 
at the law school aimed at organizing 
support from _alumni, the local Bar 
Association« legislators and other students. 
The Ad Hoc Committee would also like to · 
publicize the impact of the cuts through 
the local media and investigate possible 
legal action. · 
With or without a moratorium, the 
message the Committee hopes to deliver is 
that the loss of the SUS makes a 
professional education for children of the 
state's poor and middle classes virtually 
unobtainable. Although Work·Study, 
National Direct Student Loans and New 
York Higher Education loans will still be 
available, it is feared that the increased 
demands for such aid will reduce amounts 
awarded. The SUNY. Board of Trustees 
announced March 24 that SUS restoration 
will be a "top priority" item in its 
supplemental budget requests. But wnetner 
the legislators will respond favorably is 
anybody's guess, according to university 
officials. 
SUNY Buffalo President Robert 
Ketter told Opinion that he is optimistic 
abou, SUS reinstatement because of the 
trustees ' stance. However, he added, 11 1f 
the Division of the Budget says no to the 
$2 million, we 're going to ask for the 
option to take it out of other items 
currently being funded ." Ketter would not 
say for the .record what items might be 
sacrificed. 
SUNY Assistant Vice-Chancellor Irving 
freedman was less certain. "It 's difficult to 
make something li.ke this tangible to the 
legislature," he explained. "They can 
understand if you show them a building -
•they'll say they want that building back. 
But something like the SUS is more 
difficult." Freedman said that at present, 
some $600,000 from money already in the 
university coffers has been earmarked for 
tuition waivers for• the neediest graduate 
and professional students, subject to 
release by the legislature. " But that still 
leaves us $1 .4 million short, " he said. 
Another SUNY Central official who 
asked not to be Identified suaested that 
student lobbying ·and letter writinr, 
probably cou_ld mak• a difference In the 
legislature. 
April 1, 1976PAGE TWO OPINION 
ours OPINIONS yours 
·No.Joke 
Save this copy of Opinion. Put iyiin' locked, dustproof room, and remove it only for 
nostalgia and historical exhibitions. It may be the last issue you are likely to receive. It 
may be the last issue. 
Our publication schedule calls for another issue prior to finals. Traditionally, next 
year's editorial board and 'staff handle that issue, under the supervision of the past year's 
group. As of now, there is no next yea?'s group, and hence there is, as of now, no 
Opinion. This is neither promise nor threat, merely fact. 
Newspapers have served a vital function. throughout American history . While we 
claim neither the investigative zeal of the Washington Post, nor the reporting depth of the 
New York Times, we firmly believe that our existence serves a valid school functi on. 
Opinion remains the sole forum where every student, faculty, staff, or administrative 
member has the .floor, and is free to voice any idea) any criticism, any opinion, on any 
and every issue vital to school and to ureal" life. Opinion requires no exam, no contest, to 
be av~ilable for you. All it takes is a desi re to be heard, a point of view to be aired, a · 
statement to be made. 
Opinion does not appear by magic every few Thursdays. Hours of work must go into 
the editing, proofreading, layout and final distribution . That takes an adequately sized 
staff. The lack of such prevents the presentation of more issues, with a greater variety of 
content. Working for Opinion doesn't offer three credits .. . it probably doesn't have the 
resume impact that Law Review or Moot Court seem to present, and it doesn't pay $3.50 
an hour. What, then, does Opinion have to entice your involvement? 
Opinion offers a service to the entire Law School, its alumni, a long list of law 
schools and other organizations. Each issue, as it's picked up, read, and discussed, offers 
the satisfaction of a job well done. Unfortunately, these ideals no longer seem to 
motivate people. The larger the student body grows, -the more lethargic it becomes. 
Beyond the quest for the almighty 11 JOB", students have no interest in the here and now. 
, Those running for SBA office, for the most part, didn't find it necessary to publicly 
display their views. No cause, no ideal, offers any_motion to the bodies in the hall s of 
O'Brian. 
Opinion feels that it gives a lot to the school. Our -scope has .ex panded, even as our 
resources h3ve diminished. We offer news stories, reviews and columns, both heavy and 
light. There is constant input from Placement, and the start of the long'.awaited(?) 
administration Q & A column . There's even sports. Contributions from every organization 
are welcomed. There is something to interest everyone, to st imulate someone. Yet, 
students rarely fill our letters column, and the faculty never. We deserve better than that. 
' We're not perfeCt. There's rooin for greater improvement next year., just as we 
hopefully made strides over las,t year. 
We know and you'll see that Opinion will be missed. Just wa~t until next yea~. 
No Joke II 
As this issue went to press, Registrar-Wal/In, on-his own authiirftY, o,Jt:the holl.rs ..0f 
the third floor administrative Offices. This change is said to be temporary, lasting at least 
up until final exams. 
The new hours (1pm to 4:30 pm) are an experiment In contemplation of possible 
staff cutbacks due to the budget crisis. Please address all complaints directly to Mr. 
Wollin. 
FREE: 
USE OF EXCELLENT PHOTO EQUIPMENT AND DARKROOM. BECOME . 
AN OPINION PHOTOGRAPHER'. INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED. CONTACT: 
634-2107 OR ROOM 604. 
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SUS Ad-Hoc 
To the Editor: I 
The legislature in Albary this week has eliminated all SUS funding. In addition there 
is a proposed increase in tuition for professional schools of $400. . . 
What this means for the law school is that 273 stvdents o7 one third of th,s school. 
face an effective $1400 increase in tuition next year . The government argues that the 
budget must be cut, and that education is a "soft" priority. These cuts though _iu tif6ed 
as austerity cuts, are in effect political measures. The stated goal of New York 1s to make 
'costs of higher public education commensurate with private education. 
It was tax money of all the people in the state that paid for this university, and we 
will be paying off the debt on this White Elephant for the rest of our lives: J he taxpayers 
were sold on the bond issues with the promise of inexpensive higher education. 
· That promise is a li e. , · 
We paid for this plant; now~we can't afford to use it. The people that will be able to 
use it have been able to afford pr ivate educat on all along. What has been acocmplished? 
We have been ripped off royally 
In a crunch the goveroment cuts back in ttiose areas that have !he least' political 
clout. Clout for the legislature is money and votes. As c! class students don't vote and 
don 't have much money. Eight thousand students demonstrate outside the capitarand the 
people inside Won't bother to look outside their windows. 
This is no time to be resigned. It is a time to be angry, and more organ ized than the 
opposition. Groups are forming all over the state to deal with this matter. 
Be prepared to give your support to a ca ll (or action. 
The Ad-Hoc Committee 
To Restore SUS 
Glick 
To the Editor: 
If anyone ever takes the journey to the seventh floor of the , Library, he will be 
greeted by what appears to be the loading dock of a paper factory. Our school is a 
depository for all briefs filed with the Appellate Division. Many of these briefs (lOO's, 
l000's) are currently -spread ·all over the floor. As such they are totally unusable, since 
they have not been sorted in any .way. In addition, 'this creates both a safety and health 
hazard. The school shoulo do something to help clear up the problem . 
Richard I. Glick 
Editor's Note: This message was found in the Opinion mailbox. We are offering a reward 
for Information leading to arrest and conviction. 
Dea R d(e ck: 
•IF u Eve, want 
To See Yo11r· E .. T·hi Cs B,oOk 
Again 





OPINION OPJNION PAGE THREE. ., 
Balsa 
Open Letter to the Law School 
We; ~h~ minoiity students ~nd me-,,,bers for minority students;· it was ibandoned as 
of BALSA, have not previously taken an ineffective. It should be knoWn howeVer 
opportunity to address the law student that: 1) quality of the tutors was not 
- body. _We feel it is appropriate .for us to sufficiently investigated; 2) there was no 
become more visible in view of the effort to discover the ineffective aspects of 
situation at the law school. In this article, the program and remedy them; and ' 3) 
we will attempt to explore some of the insufficient funds were allocated •to insure 
shortcomings and problems at the law success of the program. lnotherwords,this 
school with respect to minority students. It program was destined for failure. 
· is necessary for these problems to be A minority committee, consisting, of 
considered because they ultimately affect faculty members, exists to aid minority 
the entire law school and legal education as students in their experience at the law 
a-whole. · school Aside from a couple of 
In oUr silence we have observed current' well•meaning members, the committee is 
policies by the administration which make ineffectual and a total failure. The 
the academic life of a minority student committee rarely meets ind when it ~oes 
very difficult. The law school has given the there is a . poor showing. Even if 
impression that they are sympathetic to ' partiCipation were higher, the minority 
minority needs and that a viable program commitiee lacks power to resolve 
exists to meet these needs. This is not the grievances and is not fully knowledgeable 
case. of administrative policies and procedures. 
In the p.ist, a tutorial program existed It is not clear it the ineffectiveness of the 
I SJ,
1ki-\. "., 




LeT's . ·HOVC 11'\I 'Si. Or-,lf: our 
\ o \\•\-e.. V~R'ir. l \""\ LI ' a..:. oT 
Libertarian Urges · 
Heroin Legalization 
Gary Greenberg, chairman of the: Free results nor only from the huge profits 
Libertarian Party of New York State and a involved in drug trafficking, but from the 
practising attorney for Legal ·Aid in NYC, victimless nature of the "crimes" 
addressed the law school last February themselves; there generally being . no 
27th on the topic of /egalization pf heroin complaining victim or witness to sUpp\y 
and other narcotics. evidence, police will generally have to 
Mr. Greenberg urged· legalization on a resort to obtainin& evidence through illegal 
number of grounds, beginning with the searches-and seizures. Thus, one result of 
ethical principle that people are competent Mapp v. Ohio has been use of what Mr. 
to lead their own lives and should have the Greenberg termed "scripts" by police in 
right to do so, so long as they_ do no· testifying in court, which are known to be 
violate the similar rights of others through false by everyone involved. Police officers 
force · or fraud. He· then proceeded to .will, for irlstance, commonly claim that a 
examine the Cconomics of the current suspect dropped the narcotics in full view 
narcotics pro_hibition, which produces a of'the officer (the "dropsy" script) , or that 
tremendous street·market price for an item the contraband was sticking out of his car's 
whose costs of production are relatively glove compartment. A similar erOsion of 
minimal. This price increase results in tWo Fourth Amendment rights has come from 
things: addicts are invariably · unable tp legisl.itive measures, such as no-knock law, 
support a habit costing upwards of which similarly stem from the lack of 
$100/day through legitimate work, and complai'ning witnesses; the evidence must 
must thei'efore turn to crime in orcfer to somehow be grabbed before it can be 
purchase drugs; and the huge profit to be flushed down a toilet. Finally, there is the 
ease with which persons can be 11 sCt up"made in selling drugs give organized crime, 
t for a bust. · and politicians in their keep, a tremendous 
· Mr. Greenberg mentioned the possibilityincentive to keep drugs illegal. Mr. 
that government•sponsored methadoneGreenberg claimed that legalization of 
maintenance programs ha'd resulted in aheroin would result in the cost of a habit 
government•controlled aqny of addicts";falling to a price level similar to that of 
bureaucrats involved in drugcigar~tteJ, and "you don 't find cigarette 
"rehabilitatio.n" have often successfullysmokers mugging people to support their 
threatened to "unleash" this army shouldhabit." According to Mr. Greenberg, 60 to 
their funds be cut by legislatures. He went 
80 percent of the burglaries in NYC are on to demonstrate how the 'statutory age 
committed by drug addicts; the reduction limits in Rockefeller's drug laws · have 
in drug prices which would follow · from res~lted in a shift of drug pushing activity 
legalization would drastically diminish the to 14-year olds and under. Furthermore, 
need of addicts .to engage in such crilT!",, • • • since penalties are the same for all drug 
Mr. Gree~berg "went bn. to ·show th; 1 • ttansactions of ¼-gram and less, mo~t 
effect of drug law enforcement on pqlice heroin purch•ses •re ~ow made on 
and ·on constitution•! rights. The quorter•grams rather th.in on qnce comm9n 
widesprud corruption of drug squads single gr.iin .imounts. 
minority committee is due to individual taking into account factors other than 
disinterest or administrative restraints. LSAT scor~s and GPA in determining 
It has been postulated that the eligibility for admission. Since the fairness 
anonymous grading system is_ to the of the LSAT has been questioned with 
advantage of minority students. However, respect to minority students, the lowering 
it is questionable whether or not the of the number of discretionary admissions 
grading system is in fact anOnymous. In would be unfair and prejudicial to minority 
addition, grading criteria of individual students and would tend to result in fewer · 
professors is nebulous. It has been the minority admissions. 
experience of certain students ·after All of these factors taken together 
discussion with prof~ssors that indicate that if something is not done to 
examinations by black students can often change the situation, there will be far fe~er 
be spotted by use of certain vocabulary minority students attending this law sncool 
· even though these examinations are and those who do attend will be faced with 
grammatically and substantively on par, an unsympathetic administration. This is 
with those of white students. significant for two reasons: 1) it affects the 
In view of thi< breach of committment legal education of all students; and 2) ii 
as seen by the ~utoring situation, the hampers the urgent need for minority 
ineffectuality of the minority committee lawyers. · 
and the unfairness of the grading system it The legal education of all students is 
is easy to see W~ere the administration has affected if there is no minority input and 
been unfair in the operation of the interaction at the faw school. Especially in 
Academic Policy and Program Committee certain areas of law, every lawyer will have . 
(APPC). In reviewing the continued some minority clients and to truly 
eligibility of certain minority students, the represent them, some understanding of 
committee failed to follow procedure and that client's situation should be present. 
at the same time used arbitrary standards. Those who intend to go into the legislative 
· The· difficulties encountered by area of law should, without a doubt, have 
minority stu~eots · at the law school are cognizance of the minority experience and 
compounded by the proposed State viewpoint. · 
University Scholarship cut. This The need for minority lawyers exists in 
scholarship has enabled many minority view of the many injustices in the laws and 
students to attend tuition-free and if it is their application. The policies and 
cut most of the current students will be procedures at th is law SChool make no 
unable to return and prospective minority attempt to meet this need and often stifle 
students will be precluded from enrolling. it. As minority law students:, we feel we 
This Situ.ati.on threatens to significant,, have something to offer the' )egal system 
lower the already minimal minority which will be of benefit to all people. We 
enrollment. have been most severely affected by the 
Another proposal wh,ic~ will lower the injustic,es of t~e !•II"' system a~d therefore 
minority pOpulation at the law sch'ool is we have a strong commitment to ridding 
the reduction of discretionary admissions the system of these injustices to the benefit 
from 20% to 10%. Thi, has not been of all people. In view of the situation at 
instituted, but it was proPosed at the this law school we question whether or not 
admission-, commhtee 'meeting . we will have an opportunity to fulfill this 
Discretionary admission simply allows. committme~t .. 
Steven DiJoseph 
Former Director of 
Marino Bar Review Course 
Is now lecturing for 
BAR/BRI 
on the Hew York Bar Exam 
Technique & Analysis 
for further information contact 
your BAR/BRI repneentattve: 
Gabe Ferber A.J. Straus Tom Lochner . 
877-4526838-5482_ 636-4062 
CJoss.s during this summer's course.wll be held In 
alr-c:ondldoMd rooms on the Ridge Lea Compus 
The ~bl0018 Side 
Wht t3rtsibtnfs <!!nmtr· 
by Carl S. Heringer 
The Universal Shane Show 
The Beautiful Wife and I live in a cozy, three-room apartment, complete with four 
FM-AM radios, one FM-AM clock radio and one AM clock radio. There is never a need to 
walk beyond ten feet to be within earshot of music. Most of the radios are set to 
progressive rock [WBUF-FM93] for my tastes. The B.W. prefers lighter stuff, and truth to 
tell, an occasional golden-oldie is good for the soul. However, the usual Top 40 format is 
more than I can bear for over three minutes. 
Of late, I have been tuning into WGR-AM55 on weekday evenings to listen to Shane, 
the Montana Cowboy . There are qualities about Shane that set hirri apart from other Top 
40 AM jocks. He does his share of high-pressured high pitched commercial diatr ibes, he 
does interrupt the beginnings and ends of songs. But, he is sincere. He is not afraid to 
voice his opinions, and that has cost him several local microphones in the recent past. 
During such a stint of inactivity, he publicly refused to leave Buffalo for greener pastures, 
avowing his great support for the people and potentials of this hard-luck city. Rumor has 
it that a tight rein is held on him at WGR, or was initially. He says a lot, his own poetry is 
often soft, tender, inspiring. His love for America, Buffalo and hockey has stood' 
unwavering in the face of setbacks and crises. He 's just doing his job, but Shane does it 
• well enough to be the number One rated night show in town. You can hear the change in 
his voice, from the telephone to the air, that artificial lift in his emotions. But, the real 
person seems to come through and you know that you're tuned to his inner being; rare, 
rarerstill on AM Top 40. 
l'v.e spo1cen to Shane only once, in a crass attempt to win some unearned money. I 
dislike "money machine" radio - it's a "cheap" way to get listeners. This time, I was 
already listening, so . . . I was in the midst of shaving, by order of aforementioned 
Beautiful Wife. Hi-Lo-Guess the amount in the jackpot and take it home. My phone 
number was eligible, and I took a stab at trying to be the ninth caller. Busy. One more 
try. Hello? Yes. Name? Address? Number? Ever win before? Hang on - WE'RE ON THE 
AIR! In my skivvies with shaving cream on my face. Speaking to everyone in Buffalo who 
wasn't watching "Laverne and Shirley." My biggest audience since my Bar Mitzvah, no 
embarrassing giggles, no"!, How much? $383.00. That's . . . too high. Better luck next 
time, fellah. Thanks for calling and have a goQd night. Yeah. Thanks Shane, good night to 
you too. II 
Should I have said, "Danke, Shane."? 
Related news: WEBR-AM & WREZ-FM are soon to be~ome public broadcasting. Two 
questions. Can Buffalo support 3 such stations (with U/B's WBFO-FM)? Can Bflo do 
without these stations' innovating, refreshing formats? In confidence, I answer NO. 
Maybe some enterprising station manager with low ratings will approach Steve Lapa and 
Company and help them to remain in the city. We all need them. 
There ls something about the mix of music played on this station that makes it like 
no other that I have come into contact with yet. There are familiar tunes by new voices, 
familiar voices with new tunes, etc. A'lso, this is Buffalo's greatest Jazz outlet. All of the 
night programming is jazz. For fans, this will be a tragic loss. For occasional llsteners, 
such as myself, it is a refreshing change of pace that will no longer be available. For 
everyone else, it will be the 105' of their only opportunity to learn. All of Buffalo will 
miss WEBR/WREZ. Public broadcasting will have to convince us of their place here. · 
Prosecutorial-Abuse 
On February 20th, DVF and BALSA 
co-sponsored Robert Hollis of the Fortune 
Society in a lecture on the abuse of 
prosecutorial discretion. Mr. Hollis has 
successfully completed rhis first year of 
study at Columbia University School of 
Law, he also is presently appealing a 
convictipn before the Second Department 
for being the mastermind behind a major 
cocaine selling operation. While Mr. Hollis 
spoke about prosecutorial abuse in general, 
he is quite familiar with its effects in the 
.specific. His own case has become a cause 
celebre in New York City, commanding a 
column this past summer from James 
Wechsler of the New York Pot 
The linchpin of Mr. Hollis' address was 
that as long as District Attorneys' offices 
are governe.d by political considerations 
rather than strict adherence to due process, 
it will be impossible to hope that they will 
work in a just manner. Unfortunately the 
office has become a stepping stone to the 
bench. With · the nominating process 
conirolled by local political chieftan's 
District Attorneys are under increasing 
pressure to make arrests that will look 
irrespective of whether they can 





Uncovering a major crime operation such 
as gambling, bribery, or narcotics, obtains 
large scale media coverage.. The media may 
be so diligent in following up on 
,llftiJwllJ', c;ti}l19~Jti.l'D,,.bJU.a • .':JJat<!~~9r~('J(~- ~f!: f~om thei( abi!i~y to earn any income 
·~~-
D.A. is an attractive vote-getter. As· a·n 
example of the political nature of a D.A.'s 
office, Hollis cited an example frpm his 
own case. E~gene aold, District Attorney 
for Kings Couniy was supposed to begin a 
re-investigation of the Hollis c0nviction : 
This was aborted when Gold began to 
entertain plans to run for the Democratic 
Party nomination for the United States 
Senate. To re-open the case would have 
meant that Gold would lose face , the 
political considerations overrode the 
District Attorney's vow to see that justice 
was done. 
Besides feathering a D.A.'s own political 
nest, unfavorable pre-trial publicity 
reinforces the prosecution-minded 
atmosphere of the country at large. 
Therefore on a daily basis this sor t of 
publicity translates into a higher conviction 
rate which is ill-deserved. Rarely are 
defense attorneys able to overcome such a 
bad press, or to focus media attention on 
prosecutorial abuse. 0! course, a hi_gher 
convic tion rate , rather thari the intercits of 
justice is what a D.A.'s office is all about. 
Since ·advancement is based on conviction 
rates, most Assistant District Attorneys 
never raise the issUc of how unjust lhe 
money bail system is. I l stands to reason 
· that people who are incarcerated arid cut 
• communication both within and without. This problem will hopefully be dealt with. For 
instance, an SBA bulletin board will be erected on the first floor, and on every .floor if 
need be in order to get the message to students. 
Also, all student .vacancies on the following organizations will be filled . Academic 
Policy and Program Committee (APPC), Admissions Committee, Appointments 
Committee, Budget 'and Program Review Committee, Faculty Student Relations Board, 
Library Committee, Minority Student Program Committee, student representatives to 
faculty meetings, and the University Assembly for University-wide governance. Also, all 
students who presently sit on these committees must be reappointed . Of course, their 
experience will be taken into copsideration . Any information pertaining to these 
· committees may be found in the Student Handbook which is available at the Registrar's 
Office (see pp. 36-39). • -
All in all, I would have to say that SBA has its work cut out for it. Any suggestions 
by students and/or their participation would be greatly appreciated. Stop by the SBA 
office at anytime. It 's located opposite the famous purple lecture hall. 
by Barry Fertel 
Hopefully, by the time this 'column has been read, the controversial issue of the 
election of second year directors will have been resolved. 
In any event, I think that particular episode is a perfect example of what's wrong 
with this law school and its students. When a student is personally affected by some 
arbitrary action, at least as perceived by him, he will emphatically protest that action. 
But, when other students are affected, or when the nature of the action is far more 
subtle, the typical law student will do nothing. 
Since SBA does not award academic credit, or aid one in finding employment, there 
is very little student participation in its deliberations, Therefore, SBA has been looked 
upon as a joke by the Faculty and administration. 
. I propose to change this lackluster impression of the SBA, First of all, I have 
organized a petition drive to urge the faculty to retain the present academ"ic calendar 
whereby finals will be given prior to Christmas. Thi$ petition was circulated in response to 
a desire by several faculty members to have finals after Christmas. As of this writing, over 
200 signatures have been obtained. This is only the beginning, the more forceful the SBA 
is, the more hassle-free will be the life of the law students. 
For example, there is, at present, a Faculty Student Relations Board whose sole 
function is to hear student grievances and act upon them . Not surprisingly, that 
committee has met on ly once and that meeting was for organizational purposes. That's 
ridiculous! Students are by no means delighted with their situations in this school. There 
must be at least one student who has been screwed in some fashion. Why hasn't this 
committee's existence been made known to students? I will personally present a grievance 
or two and I urge all students who feel they have been given a raw deal to de the same. 
In addition, the SBA will make every effort to fight the cuts in Sl,/S funds . I have 
been personally criticized for not doing enough in this fight to restore the ~uts. Well, I 
can on.ly say that I ap, guilty . I haven 't·been able to go to Albany, I haven't spoken with 
any legislators, and I haven't even written a letter to the governor. But, if we, the 
siudents, go to Albiiny and exercise our collective muscle, then maybe w~ can have the 
funds restored. We must try or the state will think we are a bunch of apathetic law 
students, which we aren't, or are we? 
The internal workings of the SBA can be improved . The major problem is its lack of 
are more likely to cop a plea than those 
two are free to do so because they 
managed to make bail. In this way, the 
money bail system inhibits the search for 
the guilty party. Unlike the adage taught in 
law school, when it comes to blue collar 
cri me, ' time works in favor of the 
· prosecution. If the purpose of bail is to 
insure that defendants will appear aga in in 
court and more importantly that dangerous 
individuals are not turned loose on the 
streets, then there may be alternatives to · 
the money bail system. Mr. Hollis alluded 
to the Japanese procedure by which 
suspects are injected with sodium 
pentothol · and then asked if they 
committed the crime with which they are 
charged . This allows a judge to make a 
realistic appraisal of whether a high bail is 
necessary since the judge now knows 
whether or not he is dealing with the 
perpetrator. Also if the crime is truly 
heinous, incarceration may well be called 
for. At present, such alternatives are not 
being investigated. 
Finally there is the pressure on any 
Assistant District Attorney to ll)aintain 
good relatiohs with the police. If an 
Assistdnt District Attorney wants to keep 
his conviction rate up, he mus1 ..m aintain 
raRP0rt )Vi th the police. In effec t, this 
· means backing them wh~n' they are ,wrong,, , 
or worse, lyiog. Con\eque~tly in any .D.A,', 
office if is often 1he police le~ding the 
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Carlisle on Jobs m 
Many students wish to know if graduates of the class of 1975 were successful in finding 
employment. Are any employment percentages available? 
The Placement Office has recently completed relevant statisticaj.data for the class of 
1975. We were able to contact most of the class and of those surveyed approximat~ly 
87% have found law positions, Some 1975 people ar~ still in graduate school. Seventeen 
members of the 1975 class are still seeking employment. Five of this group failed to pass 
their bar examina:tion .. Obviously failure to successfully .complete the bar .exam is an 
obstacle to employment. We consider it an essential priority to place each of the 
seventeen people -who are unemployed. Overall the statistics aJ)pear- to indicate that ,· 
Buffalo students are doing far better on a national basis than students from most law 
school.s. Recent placement articles, such as those appearing in Juris Doctor and the N~w 
York Times, are misleading and not based on current statistics. If the articles serve any 
purpose, it is to shock law students into taking an immediate active interest in placement. 
Our statistics prove that the market can absorb our graduates .. Isolated incidents aside -
Buffalo law students are doing"lvell. I will personally provide ass istance to qualified 
per1sons who cannot find employment. 
.How many students in this year's graduating class.have jobs? 
. ' 
We do not have accurate statistical data. Many students have positions, but for the 
most part these are with medium sized and large la~ firms and government agencies. 
Lawyers Lessen · 
Law school enrollment, which' had been climbing dramatically for the past decade, 
apparently has 'reache!'.I a plateau, the American Bar Association said today. 
Despite an over-all increase in enrollment ,at ASA-approved law schools for the 
current school year, net growth appeared to have ended. And,' the ABA said, even though 
only one law school repartee! having any empiy seats, 111!lny law schools showed fewer 
qualified applicants. Several law schools also ,reported a greater number of uno shows" in 
their first choice of admiJtees. ' · 
<' 
.Enrollment in the 163 ABA-approved law schools last fall totaled 116,991, an 
increase of 6,278 or 5.67 per cent ov.er the similar 1974 figure, the ABA reported. 
Women again led the way with an increased enrollment of 22.07 per cent, to 26,737. 
They now comprise 22.85 per cent of approved law. school enrollments. Minority 
enrollment also ·increasCd, but only by 4.12 per cent, to 8,676, or three times as high as it 
was in 1969 when comprehensive national figures were fi.rst collected. 
The report was prepared by James P. White, professor of law at Indiana University 
Indianapolis School of Law and dean for academic planning and development for Indiana 
University-Purdue University at Indianapolis. He is Consultant on legal education for the 
ABA.. 
While over-all enrollment incre~sed, White sai<!,. that the pace has slowed 
significantly, indicating that net growth appears to have ended for student population as 
well as for the number of institutions offering law degrees. 
White said many law schools showed a decrease in the number of applicants who 
tnet admission criteria and several 6chools also reported more !'no shows" in their first 
choice of admittees. 
11 These facts seem to indicate that there is a continuation of the slowing of law 
school admissions,'" White said in his report, carried in full by the March edition .of the 
American Bar Association Journal. 
Law school enrollment has grown steadily during the past 10 years, except for a 
decrease 'in 1968, more than doubling from 54,265 to the current 116,991. 
White pointed out that the current figure includes enrollments from six law schools 
provisionally approved by the ABA last ·year. 
"Particularly significant,~' White said, "is the fact that first-yeai- classes in the 162 
approved law schools (excluding the Judge Advocate General's Sch<?ol, which offers a 
graduate program only) increased by 964 in 1975, an increase of 2.53 per cent. If the 
1,146 first-year _students enrolled in the newly-approve,d law schools are excluded, there 
were 182 fewer students in first-year classes for the fall of 1975. 
11 rhus, law· schools approved in 1974 actually experienced a decrease i!' their 
enrollment for the first time since 1968." · , 
In addition, White said, only one school has in~icated an intention to apply for 
provisional AB'A approval during the 1975 - 76 academic y_ear. 
, "The impact of the substantial increase in law ~chool en~ollment that occurred in 
the fall, 1971, entering class was reflected in the increase ,n J_.D . or LL.B. degrees 
awarded during 1973," White said. ").D. or LL.B. degrees awar~ed ,n 1_973 mcreaed f'.~m 
27,756 io 29,045. In 1974 J.D. or LL.B. degrees gran_ted rose from 29,045 to ,29,961. 
ABA insp~ction teams checked 42 law schools during_the past ~cademic year to (1) 
assist the schools in attaining full potential; (2) to determine com~llance with approval 
standards; and (3) to report on developments in curriculum, teaching and research, and 
public service. 
Most states require graduatio~ from an A.BA-approved law school for 1~kiag ~ar 
examinat'ion. Approval criter ia sta11dards cover such fa~tors as staff, financial r.esources, 
library facilities, curriculum and relationship with the university . 
Students with strong academic backgrounds and/or other recognized achievements in law 
school have done extremely wt?it. I am pleased with our success in this .respect. Many 
students seeking positions with smaller firms or With local government and public 
agencies who have not received funding are still looking. 
c0ncern for obtaining a position prior to graduation is inevitable but not always 
warranted - particularly in light of past experience and the reality of today's market. 
Look - in June of l975 far less than 50% of our students had positions. By January 1976 
almost 85% of the students had found law jobs. Time and time again I have emphasized 
that many employers just don't hire until after graduation. Recently I contacted three 
1975 graduates who had obtained excellent positions in November of 1975."The wait was 
not pleasant·but the reward was worthwhile. I am committed to devoting as much time as 
necessary to the class of 1976. Our obligation to SUNY law students will not terminate 
with graduation. It will continue and in many instances become more effective for those .,,.. 
seeking positions with small and medium sized private firms. 
What is the Placement Office doing to create more positions and to locate jobs for our 
students? 
We are currently engaged in a massive mailing campaign with personal follow-up 
contacts. Whenever possible law firms are being invited to O'Briari Hall. Firms that can't 
visit have been asked to complete employment questionnaires which will enable our 
students to know if the firm, etc., is hiring, when resumes should be; submitted, what .the 
starting annual salary is and if there are special qualifications applicable. I am personal!)' 
speaking to lawyers and attending bar association meetings in Buffalo, New York, 
Washington, D.C; arld elsewhere. I recently attended meetings with key Placement 
Directors and recruiting partners in New York. Every effort is being made to publicize the 
Law School. 
In addition, the Place·ment Committee has been v,ery active. We are having career 
days ttiis Spring. I urge you to attend them - not only to gain information but to 
establish contaats with the organized bar. There is no doubb-i n my mind that 'the Law 
School is acquiring a reputation as the place to go for legal talent. Any student desiring to 
participate in our efforts should ·speak with members of the Placement Committee. 
What·about positions for first and second year students? 
We have had a series of seminars for first and second year students. We discuss 
informational resources, use of our facilities and strategy. We post iob announcements 
and encouragt: Buffalo employers to recruit. our students. First and second year persons 
must assume an active role in this effort. 
What about work-study positions? 
Chris Carty and I have contacted a large number of etnployers: _Lists con~ining ::., 
work-study opportunities should be available by April 9. See Chm Carty and the 
Placement Office staff. 
Will the Placement Office be in operation-this summer? 
The Placement Office will be open on a full -time basis this summer. Hopefully we 
will have the time to ·give particular attention to persons on a·n individual basis. 
NYPIRG State Conference 
NYPI RG, the New York Public Interest Research Group, held a state-wide 
•conference February 21 and 22 in Binghamton ,, N~w York. Representatives from the 
various NYPI RG chapters on college campuses around the state, including New York City 
(Queens College), Albany, Syracuse, Binghamton, New Paltz ,Geneseo and Buffalo, 
attended the two-day conference. 
The weekend activities ccinsisted of workshops which discussed various projects 
prese0tly being undertaken by the chapters. These projects covered a wide range of areas 
including invest igations into ETS, environmental issues such as the banning on 
non-returnable bottles and the financial collapse of the nuclear power industry, legislative 
·reform of NYS marijuana laws; and red-fining by savings banks and loan associations. A 
movie portraying the present battle between environmental groups and nuclear power 
advocates over the building of nucl ear power plants around the nation was also featured 
as part of the activities. .. 
During the conference, the NYPI RG state-wide ~oard held. a meeting, open to the 
public, and discussed future plans for the organization. Proposals included pr6jects and 
extended internship programs for next summer and fall. NYPI RG organizations from 
around the state were represented by their elected Board Representatives, each of whom 
had a vote at the board meeting. 
Law students are currently organizing a law school chapter of NYPI RG. Interested 
students would participate in legal research on numerous and variable public interest 
projects. In addition to projects already l!nder, consideration by the chapters, the law 
school NYP IRG organ ization is offering research opportunities into legal aspects of the 
funeral industry, proper ty tax reform, various projects on banks, voter registration , and 
numerous other 111w related interests. 
The law school NYPIRG chapter will have a meeting Thursday, April 1, in Room 214 
at I p.m. to discuss these possible projeCLs' and provide additional in fo rmation to 
interested studen ts. Since this chapter ,is slill in the process of being organized/ all 
students are invited to attend the meeting and become fam iliari ze0 with the organization. 
Students intetestcd in work ing on NYPIRG projects but unavail able to attend the 
mee ting should contact the chapter's officers, Louise Tarantino, j ohn Arpcy, or john 
Privi tera, in Room 1 ·1s. 
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Administrative 
Perspectives 
SJudent questions regarding administrative actions or perspectives will be answered in 
this column. Please submit your questions to Opinion or to Allan L. Canfield, Assistant to 
the Provost, 316 O'Brian Hall. 
Q. What is the status of the search for a law librarian to replace Mr. Wenger? 
Aris. The search process is in a temporary hiatus caused by the various difficulties 
involved in the selection of a search committee. It is expected that a committee will be 
appointe~ soon. 
Nevertheless, an adequate search process which will lead to the appointment of a well 
qualified law library administrator will take several months to accomplish. An interim 
appointment may be necessary. 
Q. Has the number of applicants for admission to this law school dropped for the coming 
year? 
Ans. No. Applications for admissions have increased over the last year by an approximate 
5%. However, the projected size of the eventual enrollment will be about 255 persQns as 
opposed to 281 last year. Last year's average LSAT score was 627 for entering freshmen 
with an average QPA of 3.35. No figures are available for comparative averages for the 
....... · coming year since the process is not completed. It is expected, however, that the averages 
will be similar. 
Q. Which faculty members will not be returning in the fall of next year? 
Ans. It is known that Professor Buergenthal will not return since he has accepted a 
position at the University of Texas. Professors Holley, Kane, and Laufer are expected to 
return. The status of Professors Schwartz and Boyer will be known in the near future. 
Mrs. Hollander will not be returning in the fall. 
Q. What happens to the SCA TE evaluation forms? 
Ans. The forms are run through an optical scanner, placed on a computer tape, and used 
to generate evaluation profiles. The profiles then become available for use in faculty 
evii,luations; a c,opy of the profiles is also made available for publjc use in the law library. 
restoring SUS, saying that he had a 
SUS 11 predilection" for seeing it replaced with 
(CONT. P. 1) tuition waivers. 
"If I were a university official, I'd 
rather· use tuiiion waivers that can be taken 
out of the university income fund," he 
He explained that university said. That fund, containing tuition 
officials are caµtious about suggesting any payments, dormitory rents and the income 
student or faculty action because the from SUNY teaching hospitals, will have a 
central administration mU>i deal ..with · the r prdjeoted surplu's ol" $120 miHion thisyear, 
Division of the 'Budget and the legislative he said. The surplus is just used to build up 
fiscal committees, "and they don't want to the next year's income fund, according to 
.. ·1 perceive SUNY administration as another Veillette. He also . suggested tha~ -the 
university might try trading off already
lobbying agency . . . SUNY is a state budgeted items to get back SUS. 
agency, but that doesn't mean the student -; Ketter said ·the income fund suggestion 
are," the official said . was "a ploy the Division of the Budget has 
used since I've been president. SUNY 
Ketter refused to endorse the idea ot a Central violently opposes using those funds 
Law School moratorium when it was because they're used for things like funding 
proposed and remarked that he didn't summer research grants . .. They're giving 
think. lobbying would help, since the you a run•around :" 
students' interests are being represented by 
the trustees. "I have a fundamental According to Ad Hoc Comm,ttee 
opposition to endorsing a moratorium or members who have been researching 
teach-in that gets people out of class," he possibilities of restoring the scholarships, 
said. Ketter's remark may be an accurate 
evaluation of the state's attitude toward 
Perhaps a greater stumbling block than this particular cutback. Gathering
the legislature is the Division of the information about those affected by SUS, 
Budget, which reviews the proposed budget possible sources of funds and justifications
and recommends changes. The elimination for the cut has been a painfully slow 
of the SUS reportedly originated in the process because official, in Albany don't 
Budget Division office of Paul Veillette, seem to know what they're talking about,
chief budget executive in charge of higher according to Ad Hoc Committee member 
education. Marty Feinrider. ' 'I went to them with 
Veillette said last week, that the statistics trying to get more information 
rationale for eliminating SUS was that it and they . asked me fo~ copies of my 
statistics,'' · he said. When Opinipnwas originally established for 
contacted Veillette with a question aboutundergraduates only arid that in a period of 
the $600,000 allotment for tuition waivers,austerity, it should be reduced to its 
he said it was new information to him.original scope .. Queried as to whether he or 
Legislators approached by committee- 1ill)yone in his office had realized the full 
members on a,:i initial lobbying trip inimpact of the $2 million cut on individual 
February were hazy, at best, about whatstudents, Veillette said, 11 The impact was 
the SUS is, although local legislators have 
discussed with SUNY central, but the kind 
studied by the Budget . Division and 
been sympathetic since Law Students have 
begun contacting-them.of detailed study [coming with SUNY's 
supplemental budget requests) was not 
it is the relative confusion and lack of 
- , done then ... We knew before the next 
information that is giving the committeeacademic year there would be a some · hope of affecting the budget thesupplemental budget." second time around, however. Members 
Although the legislature has final say, feel that law students armed with facts and 
Veillette'• office has considerable influence the committee's argument that a 
- on the budget that goes to the lesislature. state-supported law-school is still needed in 
In a telephone interview last week, New York may attract some attention and 
Veillette appeared cool to the idea of some votes for SUS. 
News· Briefs 
SBA ENDORSES MORATORIUM OVER BUDGET CUTS 
On Wednesday, March 24, 1976, eighty law students called for a one day moratorium 
of classes to protest the scholarship cuts. On that day (to be chosen) law students will 
have activities planned for Buffalo and Albany. Students will be urged not to stay out of 
the school itself, but to boycott classes while attending scheduled activities. This course 
of action has been en·dorsed by the SBA Executive Committee • 
TIGAR ANNOUNCEMENT 
Mike Tigar will be teaching Criminal Procedure here in the Fall and Spring semesters. He 
is looking for a research assistant to help gather relevant materials during the summer, 
1976, and to some extent during acade_mic 1976-1977. The summer work is likely to 
require spending some time in Washington. There will be a salary and expenses will be 
covered. Students interested in applying should submit a resume which includes three law 
faculty references (no letters, please) and an unofficial l<lw school transcript, to Camille 
DiBenedetto, Room 419, O'Brian Hall, by April 7, 1976. 
LAW SPOUSES NOTE 
-The Law Spouses Association has selected its officers for the 1976 calendar year . 
Elected were: Gail Faber, President; Joan Fitzgerald, Vice President; Sally Sct)ermer, 
Treasurer; and N~ncy Hess, Secretary. 
In keeping with its tradition ·of awarding scholarships to deserving, married law 
students, the Association has awarded two $100 scholarships for the Spring 1976 
semester. The names of the recipients will b.e announced within the next two weeks. The 
Law Spouses is a socially oriented service organization, whose membership is open to 
both married and unmarried couples within the Law Schoof community. Those interested 
in the Association are invlted to attend it's next rTleeting, Tuesday April 13, at 7:30 p.m. 
in _the Staff Lounge on the Fourth Floor of the Law School. 
GRADUATE STUDENT HOUSING AVAILABLE 
On-campus housing accommodations will be- available for unmarried graduate 
students for the 1976-1977 academic year. There are three areas identified for the 
housing of single graduate students: 
(1) MacDonald Hall is a co-educational four story, 150 bed facility, which consists of 
six single accommodations and 72 double accommodations (2 persons/roo(ll). Located on 
the Main Street campus, MacDonald Hall is in close proximity to the Health-Science 
complex and the student union. -
(2) Roosevelt Hall, a pa;t of the {,overnors Residence Complex, is located on 'the 
Amherst Campus and is co-educational o·n an alternating suite basis. A suite consists of 4 
couble rooms (2 persons/room) which share the lounge and bathroom facilities associated 
with that suite. Selected end suites .in Roosevelt Hall have been set aside for the housing 
of graduate students. Due, to its proxi!!lity to the School of Law and Jurisprud'ence, niany 
law students find Roosevelt Hall a convenient place to live. 
, , (3) The ,fifth floor <of< Byilding Three in the Rn:hmond ,Quadrangle, a part of the 
Joseph Ellicott Complex, will house traduate students. Located on the Amherst Campus, 
this floor consists of 13 single rooms aQd 6 triple accommodations (3 persons/room). 
Gradua.te \IUdel)Js may . apply for the graduate residence centers by writing to the 
University Housing Office, located in the Richmond Quadrangle on the Amherst Campus, 
anctthe appropriate application forms will be sent to them. 
Unfortunately, Housing is unable to accommodate married students on campus. 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY FILM SERIES 
APRIL 1 ROOM 213 1 P.M. APRIL 6 ROOM 107 3:30 P.M. 
"The Tramp'; "The Poisoned Sea 
and and° 
11 Dr. Leakey and the Dawn of Man" 0 Suzanne's Lament" 
FREE ADMISSIO~ MORE TO COME 
April 1, 1976 OPINION PAGE SEVEN 
S-tUpdate' 
by Alaine Espenscheid 
Comm'ission was drafted by comm1ss1onNational Lawyers Guild These provisions, while receiving theWHAT IS HAPPENING NOW?member McClellan. The Nixon-Mitchell bill 
most criticism from the public, are not theand the McClellan bill merged into 5.1. .In recent months, increasing ·only features of the bill which must be
The heart of the bill is a major assault What is happening to the bill now? 5.1controversy has developed over the eliminated. The Office of Social Ministries 
on fhe First Amendment. 5.1 would create is still in the Senate Judiciary Committeeproposed revision of the federal criminal in Washington D.C. has drawn up a list of 
many neW crimes, particularly in the area where hearings on the bill have beencode - populariy known as Senate Bill No. t he 100 most offensive provisions
1. of national security. Most crimes in the delayed. Several amendments have been contained jn 5.1 . This "List of the
U.S. are handled at the state, not the proposed which would either be totally5.1, which purports to reform the U.S. Hundred Horrors" also indicates who is
federal level. 5.1 would increase fede;a l cosmetic in effect ~ wou ld eliminate acriminal law, in practice would provide a opposed to each of the provisions. Most of
jurisdiction over matters traditionally IE!:ft small number of the bill's most blatantlylegal basis for repression of civil liberties the opposition comes from the National
to the stat,es, such as rioting and violence in repressive features - while retaining theand reverse recent developments of the Committee Against Repressive Legi.slation, 
connection with labor strikes. . basic thrust of the legislation. .criminal law. · a civil libertarian organization which grew
Some ot its sections include severely On February 9 Senators Mansfield andThe bill was introduced in the Senate out of HUAC and which has been
Ii m iting the right to .. demdnstrate, Scott sent' a memo to · members of theon January 1975 as the Criminal Justice responsible for building national 
reinstituting the death penalty for certain judiciary commi ttee, which noted, "It has Reform Act of 197 5 by Sens. McClellan opposition to 5.1. Considerable criticism
crimes, elim inating the defense of insani ty, become clear that 5.1, under attack fromand Hruska. In 1966, President Johnson also comes from the American Bar
broa'dening the powers to wiretap, both the left and the right, is in a great deal appointed the National Commission on the Association, Brown Commission member
increasing sentences, and making parole of jeopardy."Reform of Criminal Law\ (Brown Prof. Louis Schwartz, and a few Senators, 
more difficult to obtain. In order to defuse the support whichCommission). When, in 1971, the such as Abourzek, Tunney, Hart, Moss, 
Commission submitted its report, President Bayh and Kennedy.has mobilized to defeat the bill, the memo The campaign to defeat 5.1 has, in call s eliminating theNixon considered it to be too liberal and for some of worst recent months, grown tremendously. Local prqvisions and giving the bill a newordered Attorney General Mitchell to coalitions are organizing in cities across the MEMO BACKFIRESnumber. The name "S.1." has become arevise it. A minority report of the country to educate their communi ties and rallying cry which the senators fee l must be 
urge people to work for the defeat of the Mansfield's memo, however, appears .changed in order that the federa l criminal 
ALUMNI HONORED bill. ' · code bill can be passed at all . to have backfired in the smoke of 
(CONT. PAGE 1) In a of 20Buffalo, coalition over backroom politics. McClellan and 'Kennedy 
political , civic, educational and religious were particularly furious that they had not MODIFICATIONS SUGGESTED 
groups has beer:i working since November. been consulted prior to the release of theProfessor Adolf Hamburger, awarded 
the plaque for Outstanding Public Service, . A foru m was held at UB's Main Campus in The memo ' includes about 12· memo. Such internal disagreement only 
.late January at which 700 people gathered provisions which would be eliminated from further defrays the bill froT coming to a 
years of teaching, he was somehow not to hear speakers explain the worst 5.1. These include Sec. 522 Insanity vote on the Sen~te floor. 
deserving of the horlor . His 
noted that, since he was paid for his many 
provisions and why such a repressive bill is Defense; Sec. 551 Unlawful Entrapment· But ·S.1 has not been defeated. Most 
being introduced in Congress at t.his time. Sec. 1101 Treason; Sec. 1121 -28 Espionag; likely it wil l be_ giv.en a _n ew number and 
United States are many. An attorney in 
accomplishments since coming to the 
· Meanwhile proponents · of 5.1 on and Related Offenses Official Secrets· Sec. amended. But Just as li kely , those who 
Capital Hill have been working also, 1842 Obscene • ma;erial; Sec. 3i01-9 oppose the bill will continue to study itsAustria, he graduated UB in 1941. He has 
been active in NYS law, chairing the introducing modifications and amendments Wiretapping; Sec. 2401-3Death Sentences, 800 pages_ and work to assure_ that any 
in an _attel'Tlpt to conceal its repressiv'e and shaping up the provisions on federa l cnmmal co~e that 1s passed 
nature. sentencirtg - Sec. 2001 -2403. · preserves people's constitutional rights.
advisory· committee to the judiciary 
Conference, updating and strengthening 
stat~ law. He has served as advisor to both 
state and federal lawmakers. Professor 
Homburger heads -the U.S. Civi l Procedure 
section of UNESCO's lnter~ational · 
Encyclopedia of -Comparative, Law, In 
addition, his teaching led virtually every Public -Utility Rate Hearings 
attorney in the room through their N.Y. 
practice. 
In his acceptance speech, after noti.ig Howard Rosenhoch Kahan described the th ird question,EnvirotJmentol Low Societythat he -has been well paid, he said that his that of how to "allocate the revenue
association with many great scholars ·over On February 25, the Environmental respon51blity between various customers, as
the years has given him an opportunity to Law Society had the pleasure to offer the "perhaps the most perplexing of all."· 
learn, and to honor the Code of speaker's podium to Mr. Mark Kahan, Statf Theoretically the . answer is fair ly 
Professional Responsibility by helping to Counsel to the New York Public Service straightforward ; charge each customer his 
further legal education and hence the legal Commission (PSC) . Mr. Kahan's discussion or her cost base, or how much it costs to 
profession. Above all , He has enjoyed all centered on the conduct of public utility deliver the service. The problem arises 
his activities. He took the award, as a rate hearings both in form and substance. when one attempts to determine just what 
symbol of the loyalty and dedication to The form that a public utility rate cost is actually being . allocated. Is it 
th.,,school of himself, and the alumni. hearing takes is quite different from that marginal cost? Is it embedded cost? Should 
Professor Fleming's closing remarks which occurs in a typica l civil actioh, Mr. incentives be given to industry? Should 
thanked the Alumni Association for their Kahan said. Usually, a hearing is subsidies be given to low income 
great support of the Law School over the commenced by an application to the PSC consumers? Ultimately, Kahan said, the 
years, and looked forward to years of by a public utility for a rate increase. decision is political. Interest groups are 
continuing cooperation between them. Testimony is then taken b~fore a hearing played off aga inst one another in a give and 
examiner who makes findings and take in which people inevitably feel either 
recommendations. Mr. Kahan explained hurt or helped by the result. In a sense,'CLASSIFIEDS 
that testimony, rather than being orally - Skinner Kahan pointed out, the process of a public 
stated on direct examination as is normally utility rate hearing is thus qu~i·legislative.APARTMENT for rent. 3 rooms, the case in civil litigation, is presented in Substantively, Kahan emphasized that Finally, Kahan said that all attorneys
$160/month near Millersport - Sheridan. written form at the hearing and marked for the purpose of a public utility rate hearing involved in rate legislation should feel that
Must buy furniture . Avai lable June 1, call identification. The written testimony is is to answer 3 questions: (1) What is the they are working in the public interest. It is
837-2439. usually affirmed by the witness who asserts financial conditioii of the company, i.e., easy to see how Kahan migbt view his own 
that if asked the questions contained how profitable is .it? (2) How profitable role as that of a public interest advocateDISCRETE FOLKSINGER wishes to meet there in, the_answers which fo llow would be should it be? and (3) How shquld the since, as PSC staff counsel , he represents
coffeehouse of similar persuasion. In to his testimony. Copies of testimony by burden of supporting the utility be the interests of consumers. But how, one
C&W, S&G and R&B. ONiy serious utility witnesses are normally supplied to distributed between its customers? might legitimately ask, is utility counsel, in 
inqujries. Please, no cafes. opposition intervenors in advance of the The first two questions mentioned go advocating a rate increase, serving the 
proceedings. The written testimony then into determining what the PSC calls the public interest? Kahan explained that the 
ser9es as the basis up0n which cross company's ~•revenue requirement." Issues long-term goals of rate regulation are notBLUE MUSTANG Lie. No. 13-FRG. Your 
examination is conducted by counsel for such as the company's accounts, general ·only to keep prices down but, at the samelights are on. 
intervening parties.. business, economic and social trends, and time, to maintain adequate levels of 
Mr. Kahan -noted that the work done the COl)lpany's corporate organization must service. Kahan suggested that if prices wereTIMMY. TRAYNOR & ABBEY GORIN 
in preparing direct testimony and questions be explored in discerning the uti li ty's to fall too low, i.e., below marginal cost,announce the first meeting of the 
for cross examination is a higt,ly technical · finaricial condition. An attempt to arrive at service levels would inevitably fall belowBuckminster Fuller for President 
job requiring ' the expertise of persons in a a "fair rate of return" (usually a weighted demand since capital, needed for the -Committee, Wed. April 2 at ,1 2:00 noon . 
number of fields. Of course, the attorney average of the cost of common equity and building of new plant and replacement of"BUCKY FOR PREZ" 
participating in a public utility rate hearing embedded debt) often enc<>mpasses an worn-out plant, .could not be attracted at 
cannot, and should not, att~mpt to try the exploration of such company expenses as reasonable cost. Thus, Kahan concluded, · 
case on his own. Rather, K'ahan said, the advertising i11d charitable COO.lributions, the attorney asking for a rate increase for
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to SOLAR RX, attorney's role is one of coordinating the ultimate question being whether the his/her utility client, which lie/she sees as 
CTI SUBSIDIARY· experts in the preparation of direct customers ought to bear the cost ,pf such cost justified, serves the public interest by 
testimony and the development of , ,: expenses and if · they should, if such ' helping to maintain prices at levels at 

















April 1, 1976OPINION 
The Heck W•ith Meck 
by Lawrence M. Meckler 
A reader from Massachusetts Writes: 
Dear Meck, -
Hockey I like,. you I don 't . Your rerl)arks with respect to· ho~key 
are irresponsible, asinine and just another example of sensat!o~al 
journalism. Your column stinks and you, better start explammg 
yourself. 
Joe Foiecheck 
Dear Hockey Puck, 
You're right. It's about time that I explained why I don't like 
hocke.,y. But that would be the easy thing to do. Instead I will expose 
100 years of corruption in the Forecheck family beginning with the 





I am not a sc rub. I'm a promising young ballplayer whose 
reputation has been injured by your references to me as a ~rub. 
Expect a law suit. George Hoey 
Dear Scrub, 
Truth is a complete defense to libel. Or at least it was when I took 
the course two years ago. 
Scornfully yours, 
Meck 
Dear Mr. Meckler, 
Your columns · intermingling sports and the law were brilliant. 
However, there isn't room enough for the two of us. I am therefore 
labelling your writing smut and enjoin you from further publication . 
Justice Wiuer White 
Deor Wiz, 
Do you need an extra clerk? 
Lorry the Lawyer 
Dear Meck, 
Your lack of mention of women athletes is disgraceful. You are a 
chauvinist sexist pig. Also, are you eating well and brushing your teeth? 
· · Mom 
Dear Mo, 




by Myles Elber 
The original concept for this column was going to be exclusively a 
form chart for selecting attorneys. However, due to some ethical 
considerations, I d.ecided to include some other filler items. 
There is no· reason why clients couldn't pick lawyers like bettors 
pick horses. The local bar association.could play the role of the track 
handicapper. Classification would be based on things like experien',!', 
success, reputation and type,of cases handled. Separate classifications 
would be necessary for criminal and civil attorneys in the more · 
complex areas of each. This would be the equivalent of stake and high 
allowance races. • -
As one moved down the scale of difficulty, there could be more 
overlapping of civil and criminal ·attorneys. However, warnings could be 
given about possible inexperience in the area. These comments would 
include such things as "green but has background to handle any track," 
or "well-freshened for debate In this kond of race." Workouts would be 
replaced by reporting of hours in the library ,Jnd breeding would be . 
replaced by an attorney's education and firm. . 
In order to solicit more busi.ness, firmscould place claimins prices 
on their attorneys. Thus an experienced attorney from Buffalo mi8'1t 
ao for $25 an hour while an experienced attorney froin Hafnrd mla,,t 
ao foe $75 an hour. The client will be faced wioh the decision crf aolnJ 
for the c;heaper_ynknowi1 or .&<>ins with the expensive low-risk cllalk 
(favorite). . ·Speclai cllarts would have to be kept for tax and patent lawyers. 
T._. cllarts would be llmlted much like races for a certain aae STOUP and not 31-2. Miracles. Oh yn, they did lose the Evelyn Wood speed 
~~ l!l/lf,lfUl,illld•~i11, '"'"""""'•"'IJJ,,_.,,.,..~-~~···••  
Dear Larry or Lawrence · 
Your articles are very exciting though slow reading. You have a 
fine wit and tend to be dull . I don't like hockey either though it's a 





· You're running a fine though lousy campaign 
Dear Meck, , 
Good race in the City Championship. 
breaking down, but why didn't they shoot you? 
Dear Horse,· 
I was retired to stud. 
Dear Meck, 
After reading your columns we have made you head of next year's 
Freshmen's writing program. 
Appointments Committee 
Dear Committee, 
· ,OK, so long as/ don 't have to do anything. 
Meck 
Dear Meck, . 
I stole your Ethics Book, but not under my own free ,will. 
Patty Hearst 
Dear Patty, 
Were you brainwashed by hockey fans? 
Meck 
Dear Meck, 
Your continued lack of any reporting on the Buffalo sports scene 




I had planned o column on Buffalo sports, but there wasn't enough 
room in .the April Fools edition, 
Meck 
Dear'Meck, 
You try the Double Hamill Came~! 
Dorothy Hamill .· 
Dear Dorothy, 




Times and positions for the various parts of the races· would be 
replaced by ratings on interviewing, negotiating, voir dire, opening 
statements, motion-making, objectionsJ exarTiination of witnesses, 
closing ,tatements and success with verdicts. Plea bargaining would be a 
consideration in some cases. Using this criteria it is not hard to fmagine 
labelling attorneys like horses as sprinte.rs who die at the end, closers, 
plodders and yes, so111e who arejust nags. 
Sadly, I can't show you this 'schematically because I don't have a 
"form" available. Hopefully, they will be in publication soon and 
picking winners will be acinch. · 
Since I've raised our future profession to the level of the "sport'of 
Kings," I might as \veil move on to important things like actual horse 
racing. The Kentµcky Derby is only,.a month away. Prese~tly ilie 
tompetition seems limited . Honest Pleasure looks. outstanding and 
should scare off most of the competition. Telly's Pop and Bold Forbes 
are the class of the rest. A horse to watch in the near future-is Zen: He 
could be a great one. Another decent Derby contender is Cojak. Telly's 
Pop and Cojak both in the Derby so someone must IQ.'!!! ya baby. Got 
the winner? · · , 
The biqest effect of the baseball dispute should be fewer 
complete prpes b,Y the pitchers early, In the season. ·since Sparky 
Anclenoll doesn't believe In complete pmes, the Red, should even do 
be,tter this year, even lhOUlfl Jof\my ~ncll Is pttln1 dlvorced. 
An
d to close, a partl~n cheer for Rultiffl. Hope they flnldled 33-0 
Meck 




"The only difference between sex and 
ldea th is that you can die alone and no one 
~ill laugh at you ." 
- Woody Allen .op1n1on 11 1came, I saw, I concurred." - W.O. -Douglas 
Special Supplement State University of New York at Buffalo School of Law April Fool's Day, 1976, 
Seventh Floor Secrets Revealed 
Ever since the Law School bookstore Law School have been funneled into 
was moved into the basement under · making the seventh floor a heaven ly haven. 
mysterious circumstances, students have · Learned Throat has discovered that over 
be'en unable to visit the seventh floor . 'At the past three years, plans, were being ' 
first, _the inability . to 'gain ' entrance there made, and funds allocated from a ·hidden 
went unnoticed, especially since no law -sl ush fund, for the time when enough spacl! 
school business transpires there. Yet, it became available. 
soon became apparent that even to those Original blueprints for the swimming 
who tried , the seventh floor corridors were pool/sauna/club complex were for the 
closed. ' O'Brian basement, but the. Baldy corridor 
Another puu ling factor coincictentally and the need for telephone book storage 
came to light at about the same time. space e nded that possibility . The 
Faculty and staff members- were Administration became desperate as time 
unavailable after class-times. Regular wore on and no space availed itself. The 
office-hours were no longer being kept, dispute over the booksiore's location 
appointments - .if ·You· 9ould 
1 
find ' the played ' into their · h'ands, ·ana' 'while 
secretary in order to make one - weren't outwardly supp orting an O'Brian 
being met, lounges were empty, an~ the storefront, worked behind the scenes for a 
corridors were quiet. Tlie question soo'n lecondar1 'sp~t'. " Jhe Balay '- Ellicott 
began making the rqunds - was there a dispute allowed the school to support the 
connection? new place! a0d allowe~ ttie seventh fl oor to 
With the help of a. secret informant, fall into disuse and to be forgotten. · 
Learned Throat, the !ruth has come . to ' Meanwhile . . . ' 
light. fi. ll ' ' ttie ' funds 'anij ' faciliti~s of ihe {cont 'd pg. 17/ 
Carl S. Heringer 
Cub Reporter 
-►..ii 1------------' 
,,,; ...Lou Sabail to··-coi1ch Law·Scho·ol -·...  
The Facu lty HDeari ' s~~rch." 
Committee announced today that although 
prospects were dim, they were not as yet 
oblique. Current rumors, milling about the 
fifth floor confirmed the suspicion that 
none of the previously interviewed 
candidates were acceptable to the faculty 
at large; it was confirmlld, late yesterday 
afternoon, that Buffalo Bills Coach Lou 
Saban has been requested to visit O'Brian 
Hall . When contacted by this reporter, 
Coach Saban said, •·'Although I think it 
would be a milestone in my career, a 
totally new and unique experience, I have · 
ne-.:er coached a Law School before, and I 
don't know if I should try at this point- in 
time!" Saban further stated, "the coaching 
staff appears very strong, particularly in 
Tax." · The Coach, however, was very 
reserved in his estimation of the players. 
" Biggest bunch~of tufkeys I've ever seen. 
Swift or Armor. would have a field day in 
that place." 
Deao Bowi~/ an underground student 
leader, was heard to comment "Gobble, 
gpbble, Bar Ex•m! " 
But students by and large were thri lled 
by the idea of working under Coach S;iban. 
Elise Hagonel, student captain of the 500 
Meter Speed Shephardizing Team, held a 
·press conference at which she stated her 
overwhelming support of the Coach. · 
In the Moot Court Room, J.C. Perlny 
was overjoyed, and immediagely began 
adapting the "bump and run" to appellate 
advocacy purposes. 
lo the Library, Chief Law Libertarian, 
John Henry S. expressed his belief th•t 
Sabon could bring a new "Error of Good 
Feeling" to l•w students. Pressed further, 
John Henry said he thought • little less 
Sheph.ird's ond • little more of • ground 
pme would do wonders for old O'Bri•n 
High. The librMY is hepina to lure the 
~ch with their recent ocquisition of the 
end,.· Kod~k· Ail-Am~ric"an ·oefe~siv~ r~a,;, 
as library staffpersons. 
Briefly, here are some of the Coach's 
views regarding the law school : 
- First , year writing Program : 
"Replace it with mandatory calisthenics. It 
would be a lot healthier, intellectually 
stimulating and beneficial in the long run 
of life." 
- Law Review : "Replace it with 
mandatory calisthenics" Exercise helps 
clean your body. A clean thinker is a good 
tHinker. ' 
- Moot Cot.irt: 11 Replace it With 
Boxing." If people want to argue, let 'em 
do it on their own time. In my school 
people with disag,eements fight it out! 
As a closing comment Saban said, "I 
am well aware of the tight State University 
budget, but that won't bother me. Wh.en 
the going gets tough, the tough get going!" ..... 
,In related news today, the faculty 
denied any knowledge of invitations being 
sent to either a six-pack of Michelob, or to 
a Yak in the Buffalo Zoo's Large Mammal 
House. However, this reporter was able to 
contact the Yak this morning, and the Yak 
said that it definitely had received 
overtures from certain faculty members 
concerning the Deanship, as well as other 
11personal matters" the Yak refused to 
disclose. 
The Yak told me of the many benefits 
a Yak Deanship could bring to the Law 
School . Included were the sale of Yak 
coats to support the librMY, free Y•k's 
milk in the cafeteria •nd the Yak's 
preference for Buffalo's cold weather. "I 
can take Buffalo weather better than •II 
the fancy pants lawyers who wont to live in 
Miami!" 
The' Yak, ' it was furth er' disclosed, members ~efus.ed to ~ev'eal whether I thei·; 
would be a fine addition to the faculty . invi tat ions reflected a desire to consolidate 
The mammal 's area of expertise is Animal even more their power in the 
Mat rimon ia ls, as well as chasing Administration of the School. The Faculty 
ambulances in the Himala)'as and other then issued this sta tement : 11As a show of 
mountainous areas. our good faith, we wi ll let the students 
The sixpack could not be reached for keep the hay and grain needed to support 
comment. the Yak should it indeed be appointed 




The Environmental Law Society has scored a coup d'etat by stopping all present 
development between O'Brian Hall and {he parking lots off Augspurger Road. The 
environmentalists achieved this amazing feat by having the swampy area declared a 
freshwater wetland under the provisions of the Freshwater Wetlands Act, Article 24 of 
the Environmental Conservation Law (Laws 1975, c. 614). 
Under this Act the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) has 
designated this swampy area as a freshwater wetland on the official sute map and has 
transferred the supervision of the wetland to itself. Now, before any further earthwork or 
development can occur, the University must comply with cumbersome permit 
proceedings and receive permission from DEC. Since it is unllkely that DEC will ever 
grant permission, for all practical purposes the University has been precluded from 
developing this area. 
DEC admitted that because of the exigen·cy of the circumstances it has proceeded 
with exceptional haste iri arriving at this determination. However, th~ Department does 
have the factual data to back up its findings. The environmental studies, conducted with 
the assistance of members of the Environmental Law Society, support the findings that 
this small recently created swampy area is a unique freshwater wetland in a semi-urban 
setting, making its preservation imperative for all of the reasons noted In §24-0105 of the 
Freshwater Wetlands Act. DEC also announced that it intends to uphold the law, "any 
attempt by the University to circumvent the requirements imposed by this law will be 
resisted through
1 
legal proceedings; there is no reason to destroy this 'wetland' as the 
university has plenty of other land within the Amherst compus for its developmenL" 
Officials from the University were stunned by this sudden DEC determination. 
They contend th•t the in•bility to develop this p.ircel will be detrimental to the entire 
University. "Tho Amherst campus is the result of extensive comprehensive master 
planning; the inability to carry out a portion of this plari will destroy the congruity of the 
entire Qmpus." 
ln, a typlcol administrative fashion University officials exerted pressure1 to expel 
those members of the Environmental Law ~lety re1ponsible for these events, However, 
- contlnwd /nskN 
·
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Letters The Heck with It 
Dear Editor: 
I've got a great idea for your paper. 
The administration here is tired of reading 
of the same complaints every semester -
not enough courses, poor facilities, no 
ventilation, overcrowded classrooms ... 
Picky, picky, picky. You should make up 
your own letters, everyone else does. Do 
you think that fo lks actually write to the 
New York Times? Most can barely read the 
words, no less write them themselves. The 
possibilities are endless. Look at our 
former President - he sent himself 
telegrams. Who reads this rag, anyway? 
Name Withheld Upon 
Threat of Non-Graduation 
Dear Nopinion: 
I have this great fantasy/experie,u;e 
that I'd like to share with all of you. Please 
let me know how you like it and if you'd 
want to try it. You just need rope, a law 
student (either sex), a bottle of baby oil, 
and a Prosser on Torts. After a warm 
bubbly bath, relax in a darkened, 
soundproofed room. Rub each other all 
over with the baby oil, then gently settle 
onto the rose-petal strewn bed. Taking the 
shackles from each corner of the bed and 
the copy of Prosser, you quickly 
- cont'd p . 17 
New Law Library 
Two enterpnsmg first-year law 
students have started their own library . 
The facility, stacked with many volumes 
and current Shephards, no longer found in 
the law school library, is fast gaining 
members. The library is located on the 
sixth floor of O'Brian Hall · and is within 
the Law School Library . The students; 
however, have cordoned off "their section" 
and charge $10.00 per semester for ·the 
privilege of using the facilities. 
Quite surprisingly, many of their rarer 
volumes are precisely those which are 
missing from the second and third floors of 
the Law Library. The two students who 
wish to remain anonymous, assured us that 
any connection between their holdings and 
those missing in the Law Library are purely . 
coincidental. However, when we inquired 
as to why they set up their library within 
the library, one said, 11 lt was easier than 
trying to get 'em past the .gate!" 
Almost 2,000 volumes have been 
obtained so far, and, if the students are 
successful, the acquisition of another 5,000 
volumes, currently lying on the basement 
floor, seems imminent. 
When informed of lhe competition, 
Olief Law Librarian John Henry S. 
commented, 11 Who gives a rat's ass?!" 
SENIORS - Our claim~ are even more "outrageow than Marino, 
PLI, and BAR/BRI combined. 
Do you want a foolproof way of pauing the New Yori< 
BarExam? .. 
Ia cost not a factor in achieving;"thil ·rem1tr' 
Are you uhamed of cheating! 
THEN, try the late.t, the newest, and the youngest bar review 
coune of them all: 
. B.n• ;~R····:.·....PRY .· · ' 
~ 





P-R-Y offen thCIO advanhges: 
- short lecture, (none ia uv'er 10 minui,,s} 
- short lecturen (none ia over 5 feet 2) 
- euy to unde!lltand book&: . • . •. 
e.g., (for example), the CIU1ics lllu•trated.ven,ion of P..,...r 011 
Torta ("Palzgraf" pictorialized!) 
e.g., The lnunity Defenae in a Nutahell, by Fit,..;mmon•, Geo. 
e.g., no foreign phrues (who cares about res ipu anyway?) 
e.g. 1 mnemonic device,: · 
Did you know that "The quick red fox jumped uver the lazy 
brown dog" will llimultaneowly: 
a) give you all the defeneeo of a holder in due coune, 
b) provide all the grounda for divorce or aeparation, and 
c) tell you if your shoelace is untied. 
- nationally known lecturen: 
Richard Kleindienat, Eoq., Criminal Law 
John Ehrlichmmn, ex-Eoq., Lepl Ethica 
- AND, 1<>mething even BAR/BRI can't claim: 
A 100% puoin1 rate. How doea P-R-Y- do this? The P-R-Y 
Three-Way Failufe Method: 
What the heck am I supposed to write? 
Looks like I'm being hoisted by my own 
pitard. I can't write a joke column because 
my column's a joke to begin with. I c~'t 
write a serious column beQuse everyone 
wil l think it's a joke, so it would be like my 
others and not serve the April Fool's 
purpose. 
Maybe I should write about how I love 
hockey, but that's too absurd even for an 
April Fool's Issue. Maybe I should go 
study. I think I'll take a nap. Wait I can go 
look for my Ethics book. But if I don't 
write a column, nobody will read the 
paper, because except for my column the 
paper stinks. Now someone stole my shirt. 
Who stole my shirt? Does anyone know of 
a job? Is this supposed to be about sports? 
I hope my mother doesn't read this. My 
mother think.s I'm in law school. Getting 
back to the topic at hand, corruption has 
(continued when hell freezes over - page 
17). 
Faculty Debate 
BLP Su1111ests Lottery Alternativ~ iq <;;are~ . 
by Jack Scott, Albany Correspondent 
In the wake of severe financial crises t~reat~~ing 111~.Sta!", the Buffalo Legislation 
Project has forwarded to Governor-Hugh Carey ,a, pl~n..iv~ifh jt ,li!;lieves would revitalize 
the moribund New York State Lottery. · · · ' 
Among the proposals for th~ restructuring of the Lottery is a series of drawings 
involving the Patricia Hearst conviction(,). The IQttery num~r.,s,, \o ~ ~~rchased by the 
public for a small sum, would coincide with the number of years of pr\son or probation 
assigned to Ms. Hearst in each of her Federal (and State) conviction(s). To add credence 
to the demoralized state-sanctioned chance game, ,the decision of the Judge (Oliver Carter) 
In 'eath case would be final! The regulations recommended by the BLP would also·ensure 
that no fraud would occur, by the. requirement that all tick'.ets be kept in a 5 x 7 closet 
for 30 days prior to each·drawing. 
In the event of a winner not claiming his or her prize, the sums not awarded would 
be placed in the Bill & Emily Harris Lottery, according to the BLP. 
In a related matter, rumors flowing from Albany ;ndicate an initial acceptance of 
Prof. 'Herman Schwartz for the position of Commissioner of the revamped lottery : ·Mr. 
Schwartz' appointment was exp~ted to raise some controver,sy, however, ~mong state 
law-enforcement agencies which would be charged as the quasi-official ''Keepers of the 
Ooset Key" in the new .lottery . Schwartz, however, has disclaimed .any interest in the 
Hearst Lottery, stating, "I'm no Patsy." 
Steven Weed, Hearst's ex-fwice,. was aked about these developments when he was 
making final plans regarding his being t~e Law School's commencement speaker. "I think 
it's in poor taste," said Weed. "For anyone to try to make m"oney off of the tragedy Is 
unconscionable." · 
In order to increase the Involvement of 
the student body •Jn Its student 
·government, the Student Bar Association, \• 1 
the Faculty has decided to award those,, , 
students who do participate academic · 
credit for their participation. For two yea" 
of : service a student will receive 
approximately 3.1 credits (SBA is of 
veater academic value .than either Law 
Review or MOQt Court). I 
. Response. 10 the faculty's decision has 'l 
been uverwhelmina, over 200 first year I 
students have submitted petitions for the ,, 
six pooltions on the BOMd of Directors. I 
The SBA executive,committee has decided 
tmt an election for directors would be." , 
unfair, arbitrary and most of all, whimsical. 
Instead, a competition amona the students 
for these positions will be held. 
This competition will Involve several 
steps, each desianed to measure the 
quallflca\lons required of an SBA Director. -Why 11 this 1nal). smUlrftl------------------------------··. 
' . .. ,
•;~•. • •. •." " ••• "-;:: ..... ~.. .. ..  
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102% Seniors with Jobs _ 
Karl_Aisle onJobs LXXVI 
The Dean of the · Law School's 
placement office, Karl Aisle, has 
announced that there has been 102% job 
openings for th.is year's graduating seniors. 
Asked to further explain this outstanding 
achievement, he noted the following 
statistics: 
10% of the seniors (the top 10% of the 
class, of course) have at least 6 different 
job offers - thus positions for 60% of the 
class 
15%of the seniors have more than 4 offers 
P.H. 
Steven Errante 
Last week, in San "Francisco, twelve 
people celebrated April Fool's •Day early. , 
They played a cruel April Fool's prank on 
Patty Hearst and Family, and Flee Bailey, 
and all those who thought power and 
money could bu)' freedom. Something like 
thls· is enough tb destroy my faith in the 
system. If an heiress, with ·a family 
background that has become part of the 
history of An1erica, with a vast fortune at 
her disposal , with a media outlet at her 
be'ck and call, and with the "Flee," cannot 
set herself free, what is the system coming 
to? What is the sense of studying law and 
of billing clients to acquire money if you 
cannot buy your way in and out of various 
scrapes? Next thing you know, it will"come 
out that judgeships are no longer being 
sold. Then all political appointments will 
on~y be made on merit'. Then, ·no nepotism 
for summer jobs - until the whole society 
has deteriorated. · 
· , 'All this · le'ads me "1/P to my proposal 
for tha't il)us!rious, di!dicated body called 
-:: ponflnued from outside 
since the expulsion of these students would not solve the problem, the University is no_; 
pressuring the DEC for a permit to develop this "wetland." If this is unsucces~ful, as ij 
expected, then the' University inteQds to mount a· full legal battle to invalidate the DEC 
determination on a procedural technicality. "Our.lawye,s are prepared ,to fight; no leafy 
environmentalists are going to stop the development of this campus." 
Members of. the Environmental Law Society are continuing with their efforts to 
safeguard the environment of this campus. Obviously, this•includes work in preP.aratio1 
for the upected litigation.,with the University, However, as was noted by one member, 
"we are.on our own turf now; any challenge by the University will resuit,in their lawyers 
becoming in.undated by the m•ddy waters of environmental law. If there should be •~ 
adverse decision, we will ·appeal until s~ccessful or until. the e~penses of the litigation 
b~krupt the University." 
rtttf1ftrfill 
They will tentatively inc.ludo the following: 
1. Sp6d/,lng ab/1/ty: Candidates will be 
ranked in terms of the amount of time 
required of them to i1"1ue a specific point. 
·The longer- and moi:e ridiculous the 
argument, the'higher the score. 
2. StudMt conc~m: The greater the 
ability of the candidate to use his statu. in 
SBA for his own personal benefit, the. 
higher the score. Students who simply wish· 
rto 11get involved" will be scored much 
lower. 
I 3. Comiiiun/catlon: Each student will 
be told a.vicious lie about a member of the 
faculty with the proviso that it Is only a 
rrumor: The faster this rumot spreads the 
higher the candidate's score. 
, 4. Eoch stutHnt who has ~n 
accepted must submit a double-sp~od 
type-written paper (in wfllt• book form) 
dealina with an aspect of the legal 




Law clerk: May •1 have a breath mint, Sir? 
Supreme Court Justice: Cert. denied. 
Did you .know _that MIT is in the middle of 
Smith? 
- Sl,lnMr 
. WHY is THIS man smlllng7???? · 
.'.. ••• •. •,1t1•••r1111 ~•At.l'\f !•.~l',:: ~ 
_ ·thus positions for an additional 20% of 
the class . 
25% of the seniors have at least 2 offers -
thus positions for an additional 10% of the 
class. 
A few seniors also have one job offer. 
Therefore, taken altogether, more positions 
have been offered to our seniors than ·can 
be filled by the Class; thus a placement of 
about 102%. Of course, over one-half of 
the senior class is without any job. offer, 
but most of these students have been lazy · 
the· Ad Hoc Committee. Committee 
members cease and desist from circulating 
petitions, sending letters, organizing 
protests and strikes, picking on the helpless 
state legislature a~d poor Robert Ketter. 
Instead, send a letter to the "Flee." He has 
· enough money from the Hearst case to 
restore all budget cuts and then some. He 
will be easily convinced that the world is 
going bezerk (starting \vith those twelve 
jurors) and that money is thus, of, no use 
to hiin. Furthermore, as a proud warrior, 
how· can he accept money for a case he has 
lost? He was ~so sure he was going to win, 
that he had signed a conlfilci with a 
publisher to write a book on how he had 
won the Patty Hearst case. {I 'm s4re h.e will 
be able to talk the publisher, into 
pulbishing a book detailing how he lost the 
Patty Hearst case.) The only snag .ii -if 
Bailey should win on appeal. In that case, 
the Ad Hoc Committee is back on center 
stage. However, on the •positive side,' my 
faith in th~ sysi~ .~i.11 ~e;,°st~'.r?· , 
and haven't really looked. In any· case, 
most have some type of previous training, 
so will undoubtedly find some type of job. 
Mr-, , Aisle noted ·that although nearly 
every job is related to law in some manner, 
the seniors have been terrific in seeing a 
relationship to law in every job. A number 
of '"students have secured positions for 
which they are even over-qualified, such as 
high-risk factory positions. These stUdents, 
as employees, will have a distinct advantage 
in the probable ensuing litigation involving 
iodustrial accidents. 
Mr. Aisle ,pointed out the fact that 
Bicentennial Resolution 
The following resolution was recently promulgated by the Commencement -
Committee and ratified by the Law F acuity: 
WHEREAS, the Senior Class has voted not to require caps and gowns at this year's-
commencement exe.rc/ses; and 
WHEREAS, it is believed that Commencement exercises should be conducted with 
a maximum ofdignity, decorum, and dlsPtay; and 
WHEREAS, in this, our Bicentennial year, such traditional notions should be 
reflected in ceremonial activities; and 
WHEREAS, to allow the students to -be garbed in complete apd motley disarray 
would not reflect wefl upon-the law school; 
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, that it is the sense of this Co.f!1mlttee, that at 
this year's Commencemenl exercises, to be held on May 30, 1976, 
1.) All male graduates shall wear "Buffalo" ties 
2.) All female graduates shall wear "Buffalo" babushkas 
3.) All faculty members shall wear Sabrejaks. 
FREDDY'S 
BAR-REVIEW COURSE 
Le~ FREDDY l')elp you pass the bar .exai:n \· 
j 
LIVE' LECTURES giving Inside Information on: 
. ,, , .. . 
- ,where to sltl 
...:. how many pencils to bring! 
what cotor socks the bar examiners prefer! 
·FREODY ',took the bar exam SEVEN times · 
,'f. ..,, j 
and~~aytpa~~d-.,so FREDDY KNOWS! 
~ ....r ~ (.• ~ i . ~ 
,,. .• . •.,,t... . ~ .! .• 
For"lp~,t"1§~n _on this, and tips on how to start 
you{,tb\'fi l~ba,tl~1 course, call FREDDY NOW! 
}_,,-' fi:t . • ..,.. .. . : -
Name the Lake Contest 
The Amherst Campus has sported a 
"mini" lake between O'Brian and the 
parking lots, since the campus opened in 
September 1973. Now that there is a path 
traversina the area, many students ho1ve 
come into close contact with that body of 
water. It's time to make one of those 
names you call it official. Send us your 
special choice, and why (in 25 words or 
less). -
Contest winners will be notified. Void 
where prohibited. 
Buffalo is no longer just a regional school . 
11Qur students have offers from such places 
as Wyoming, Cuba, Portland and Boston 
(all in New York State). Buffalo will have,. 
graduates working in positions from 
Montauk, Long Island to Ripley, believe it 
or not, a town in the western-most part of 
this state." 
When asked what students could be 
doing in preparation for future 
employment, Mr. Aisle replied, 11 1 urge all 
students to get experience now; you have 
to get out into the street and take any 
offer that comes along.'' 




April F~oi's Day · -
nopinion 
Ac~ording to the Guiness Book of Useless 
Information, on March 14, 1976 Adolph 
1-iomburger beat Ken Joyce's old record by 
turning in the pervious semester's grades a 
mere 57 days late. Said Adolph, ','Oh veil." 
The Last-Laugh 
I 
SECOND & THIRD YEAR GRADINb RANGES 
FIRST SEMESTER ELECTIVES 1975-1976 
Remedies
H• H Q D F Totil Inc Lindgren 12 20 33
Graded 
Constitutional Law I Simulated Law Firm
Hyman 6 24 5 35 Greiner 13 2 15 
Kaplan 15 \ 15Federal Tax I (Sec. 1) Rosenberg 4 11 15
Joyce 16 57 8 81 Hollander 4 13 • 17 
Federal Tax I (Sec. 2) Lawyer-Client Clinic
Greiner 20 112 9 141 Rosenberg 2 16 24 42 2 
Karp
Admin . Law (Sec. 1) Wolfgang
Gifford 10 25 36 Davidson 
Admin. Law ·(Sec. 2) Police lnvestogatory Techniques 
Albert 5 42 4 51 Allen 7 6 ' l 15 2 
Conflict of Laws Private Suits in Pub. Int. 
9 9 18Kane 17 50 8 75 Hamburger 
Const. Law 11 (Sec. 1) Imp. the Equal Rts. Amend . I
2 6Mann 5 18 2 25 2 Girth 3 
Const . Law 11 (Sec. 2) Field Res. Crim. Process 
Hyman . 14 49 2 65 ; R. S.chwartz 7 7 14 3 
Corporate Tax Law of.S.A. • Cone on India 
Del Cotto 7 26 8 43 Galante, 2 3 6 
Criminal Proced ure I Semin~r in Family Law 
1 . ..H. Schwart< 3 24 SB 3 88 Swartz 3 '6 -
Corporations (Sec . 1) Leg .Probs Pub. Schools 
Fleming 10 87 16 2 116 Newhouse ,4 6 9 19 2 
Corporations (Sec. 2) Leg. & Phil Fdn Bill of Rts. 
Lybecker 2 12 60 7 81 Franklin 4 16 13 33 
'1 /Evidence (Sec. 1) Prat.' of Env. Qu~lfty ' '" Davidson 5 11 39 2 57 Reis 13 2 16 2 
Evidence (Sec. 2) ... Res. Sem. cOnst. Law 
Bell 9 23 5 39 Mann 4 
Future Interests Fund. Municipal Law 
Mugel 16 23 39 Kaplan 1,1 18 29 · 5 
Family Law Comp. Systems Auto Accidents 
Blumberg 7 19 95 20 141 Laufer 5 2 7 
Gratuitous Transfers Quantitative Methods 
Hollinger 8 39 48 ~cCarty HAVE NOT RECEIVED GRADES YET! 
Labor Law (Sec. 1) Pub. Utility Rate Regulation 
Kochery 28 63 5 96 Schlegel HAVE NOT RECEIVED ~RADES YET! 
Labor Law (Sec. 2) Law & Life Sciences 
. 36 HAVE NOT RECEIVED GRADES YET!Atleson 18 4 58 Kau/Zweig 
FIRST YEAR GRADING RANGESFederal Tax 11 
FIRST SEMESTER 1975-1976Del Cotto 3 15 6 24 
H• H Q D F Total IncLand Transactions 
GradedReis 6 20 38 64 3 Civil Procedure I 
Hamburger 17 70 8 96Cemmercial Trans. I (Sec. 1) 
Kochery 9 16 5 32Spanogle 3 14 44 9 70 Schlegel 5 64 3 - 72' Kane 11 57 9 3 80-Commercial Trans. I (Sec. 2) 
Girth 2 13 36 15 66-, Contracts Galante, 18 57 , 2 2 79 
Trade Regulation McCarty 14 73 6 93 
Gifford 13 19 3 35 Gordon (2 sections) 2 25 3 32 
10 57 5 72 
Trial Technique 
Staff 36 61 97 Criminal L_aw 
Allen 12 69 12 1 94 
Agency & Partnership Birzon 13 · 92 6 2· 113-i limmermann 4 31 3 38 Kau 8 57 11 76
-i 
Consumer'Transactions Torts 
Spanogle 2 6 , 24 5 37 Siemer 20 74 94 
Laufer 7 61 10 79 
Inc. Tax Estates Trusts Llndven 12 53 7 72 
/ Joyce 12 20 3 35 pen 2 26 1 30 
